Introduction.
In this section we collect some known concepts and simple facts, pertinent to our subject.
Given a sequence of real numbers s n , w^O, consider for any X>1
lim sup max (s m -s n ) = uÇk) g + <*> ;
clearly uÇk) decreases as X J, 1 ; if (1.1) UmuÇK) ^ 0, x-n then the sequence {s n } is called slowly oscillating from above; similarly slow oscillation from below is defined by A sequence of functions s n (t), defined at a point set £ having t=r for a limit point, is said to be uniformly convergent at t=r if lim s n (t n ) exists for any sequence t n -»r. It is an immediate consequence of the definition that the limit of s n (t n ) is then unique.
If for each n f s n (t) is defined and continuous at /=r, then clearly a necessary condition for uniform convergence at / =r is that \im n^o oS n (r) = 5 exists.
We restrict ourselves to such sequences; then the following lemma holds: 
By a well known theorem of Tauberian type, (2.3) and (1.6) (or only (1.2)) imply that
By Lemma 1, (1.6) and (2.4) imply (1.5).
We next employ the often used identity
where s n , <r n are the partial sums and arithmetical means respectively of the series X)c». Thus 3. The sine series. In this case convergence at J = 0 is trivial; we introduce two lemmas. It is known that B n^0 and Abel summability imply (C, l)J5 n ->3, that is Similarly from (4.1) by induction It is easily seen that the assumption (4.1) is equivalent to saying n~yB n is decreasing for some y ; our lemma is in close connection to a lemma due to Hardy [3, p. 442 
Then nb n -*A. For the special case nb n = 0(l) Gibbs' phenomenon was observed by Rogosinski [5, pp. 134-135] , however it is difficult to follow his argument.
6. A contre example. We cannot replace in Theorems 1 and 2 the conditions (1.6) and (3.2) by (1.3) with s n =^\a v or s n~^J lb y respectively. This is seen from an example constructed by Fejér [2] for a similar purpose. It is a power series ]JC*°-i£*s* with the following properties [2, pp. 38-46]: The coefficients are all real; the power series is convergent for |s| 2*1; the function ƒ(z) ==^ci& h is continuous for \z\ ^1; the power series is uniformly convergent for z=*e u , €^:g2ir -e, e>0, but neither of the series ^2a k cos ht, ^a* sin ktis uniformly convergent for | /| gc. It follows easily that neither series is uniformly convergent at £ = 0, for this would imply uniform convergence on the entire unit circle. 
